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Harm Jan Arendshorst 

Head of Identity and Privacy Services EMEA 

Verizon 

 

Bio 

Within Verizon, Harm Jan is Head of Identity &  Privacy Services in EMEA. He is a member of 

the OIX UK (Open Identity Exchange UK) Identity Steering Group and of TDL (Trust in Digital 

Life). 

Within Verizon he is member of the Global Identity & Privacy Management Team. Harm Jan 

delivers strategic consulting services to key customers in various industries and government 

bodies around the world and frequently publishes and presents at events like ITU Telecom 

World and Mobile World Congress. Verizon has in more than 27 countries delivered e-ID 

and Identity solutions and services for both PKI schemes and identity federation based 

schemes and is the first Identity Service Provider that has been FICAM Certified to LOA 1-3 

non crypto. 

 

Harm Jan holds a Masters Degree in Computer Science of the Middlesex University, UK and 

his Master Thesis is around Identity Trust Models. 

 

Synopsis 

Verizon will give an overview of two strategic initiatives on Consumer Identity Ecosystems in 

Europe they are involved in like OIX UK Commercial Trust and Trust in Digital Life Student 

Pilot. In these initiatives Mobile Commerce, Mobile Payments and Mobile Identity services 

will be combined in an unprecedented user experience for the consumer and great benefits 

and cost savings for the Merchants. 

 

Ronny Bjones 

Director of Cloud Identity & Privacy Services 

Microsoft 

 

Bio 

Ronny Bjones currently is working for Microsoft Engineering (Server & tools division) as 

Director of Cloud Identity & Privacy Services. Ronny builds new identity and privacy 

capabilities in Microsoft’s cloud. Ronny does a lot of engagements with key customers to 

validate the new cloud concepts in practice and to learn customer feedback. Ronny joined 

Microsoft in 2002 to contribute intrustworthy computing. Later he became the EMEA 

security lead for Microsoft’s enterprise business. 

 

He has 28 years of experience in ICT, 22 of those in security. 

Ronny published QuEST together with several industry specialists in the subject of electronic  
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signatures. The book is a comprehensive guide on how to implement Electronic Signatures 

solutions and can be downloaded from  microsoft.com.Ronny also co-authored “Best 

Practice for Applications using the electronic Identity Card”. 

 

Ronny is a board member of EEMA, an organisation providing guidance on e-Business. 

Ronny is also a member of the  ISSE program committee. He is also member of the OASIS 

Security Conference program committee and the World-eID program committee. Ronny 

represents Microsoft in the executive board of  Trust in Digital life. 

 

Since ‘89 he is active in the field of Information Security doing large projects for the 

European Central banks, Police forces, big financial institutes, European Commission, etc. 

 

Ronny Bjones was one of the four founders of Utimaco Belgium, where he worked ten years 

as R&D director. Before Utimaco Ronny worked for a Belgian EFT specialist called Prodata 

and one of the first firms to specialize in cryptography in Europe called Cryptech. 

Ronny Bjones is an active speaker on conferences. Ronny holds a bachelor in electronics, 

Master in IT management and MSc in Information technology. 

 

Synopsis 

 

 

 

Freek van Krevel 

Senior Policy Advisor 

Ministry of Economic Affairs, The Netherlands 

 

Bio 

Since 2001 Freek van Krevel is involved in ICT matters related to EU affairs. In 2006 he joined 

the EC as a Seconded National Expert in the unit responsible for ICT and public organisations 

within DG INFSO. In this role, he has supervised actions in the Action Plan 2006-2010 and 

drafted the new eGovernment Action Plan 2011-2015. He also organised the eGovernment 

Subgroup meetings with Member States. Back in The NL Ministry of Economic Affairs he is 

now involved in the discussions in the Council. As implementation of the regulation is 

equally important, Freek is work package leader sustainability and long-term goverance of 

the eSENS project. 

 

Synopsis 

Freek van Krevel will discuss the regulation on electronic identities and trusted services and 

its added value to the European Market.   

The new framework for electronic identification and electronic trust services will: ensure 

mutual recognition and acceptance of electronic identification across borders; give legal 

effect and mutual recognition to trust services including enhancing current rules on e-

signatures and providing a legal framework for electronic seals, time stamping, electronic 

document acceptability, electronic delivery and website authentication. 

 



Session A Managing Identity 

David Alexander 

Chief Executive and Co-Founder 

Mydex CIC 

 

Bio 

David is the Chief Executive and Co-Founder of Mydex CIC. He has extensive background in 

software architecture design and engineering coupled with proposition development, 

innovation and commercial management. 

 

Synopsis 

In the UK today, an individual has probably got a connection with a bank, a mobile phone 

company and a local authority and the need to access government services on a randomized 

basis. They may also have a social footprint across Facebook, Twitter and a whole range of 

other areas. They have to curate all of that information in a number of different ways by 

fragmenting their lives. With a personal data store (PDS), the individual can collate, curate 

and manage their data distribute it in a real world setting.  

 

This presentation will be about Mydex PDS offering individuals a long---term persistent PDS 

--- the integration point for their entire life. It allows them to do federated login because the 

MydexID can support Mozilla Persona, OpenID Connect and any other specific standards 

such as the UK government identity standard for ID. As a consequence to that, backed up by 

the PDS and the key chain that allows them to capture all of their credentials of all of the 

services that they use, they end up with a MydexID that can be deployed anywhere they 

want it to be.  

 

So whether it’s eID or federated identity and attributes, a personal data store connected via 

the Mydex platform will allow them to distribute and share information in a fully consent 

base way, all attached to a trusted digital identity, which can work in whatever trust 

framework the individual needs it to interoperate with. And as one of the eight Department 

Work and Pensions Universal Credit’s identity assurance provider, it makes it even easier for 

citizens to conduct and integrate their transactions with the government.  

 

At the end of the day, it’s about securing identity and the personal entities of their identity 

together in the key chain, inside the PDS via their personal directory. It means that they now 

have one place where they control all the information that is only accessible by them. It 

allows them to use whatever identity credential, proofs of claim and data attributes they 

need in order to seamlessly execute transactions online. And as a PDS, Mydex ID is a binding 

agent between their physical identity and their digital identity.  

 

It is also about that important trust transfer mechanism that allows existing relationships 

with existing suppliers, government agencies and the knowledge that they have about 

themselves to be brought together to deliver seamless transactions and zero latency. That’s 

trust, safety and convenience for the benefit of the individuals. Organizations can also 

hugely benefit from reduced risk, operating and transaction costs enabled by Mydex PDS. 

It’s a new innovative way of engaging with customers, where everybody is benefiting, and 

everybody’s a winner. 
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Erik R van Zuuren 

Director 

Deloitte Enterprise Risk Services Belgium 

Context-based identity management – a reality and necessity for online and cloud services 

 

Bio 

 

Synopsis 

 

Kurt Johnson 

VP Strategy and Corporate Development 

Courion Corporation 

Managing the risk of identity and access 

 

Bio 

Kurt is recognized as one of the industry’s foremost authorities on identity and access 

management.  He has spent over 13 years with Courion and is responsible for Courion's 

strategic direction, roadmap, and product strategy.  Courion has been recognized by 

analysts such as Gartner and Kuppinger Cole for its strategic vision and direction.  Kurt is a 

frequent speaker at numerous industry events and trade show including ISACA, RSA, Mobile 

Computing Summit, CISO Executive Network, MISTI CISO Summit, Digital ID World The 

European Identity Management Summit, and Kuppinger Cole European Identity Conference.  

 

Synopsis 

Today more information is available via more devices to more users.  It is a competitive 

advantage to ensure employees, partners, and customer get access to this information to 

meet business requirements.  With this increased access comes increased risk.  Previous 

perimeter security strategies are no longer valid or appropriate.  The new perimeter is policy 

with identity and access as key aspects of that policy.  The risk of hackers leveraging access 

vulnerabilities is a significant threat and one that shifts identity management from a 

periodic compliance review to a real-time monitoring and analysis to identify risk and 

reduce vulnerabilities. 

 



Session B Real Life Deployment 

Mr. Mox Weber,  

Senior Director of Product Management,  

MicroStrategy Inc  

Breaking the tradeoff between security and convenience by following the mobile wave: 

migrate identity to the smartphone 

 

Bio 

Since 2012, Mox Weber has served as Senior Director, Product Management at 

MicroStrategy, where he is focused on the company Usher Mobile Identity offering.  Prior to 

joining MicroStrategy, Mr. Weber was a Senior Manager, Technology and Vice President, 

Product Management at L-3 Communications from 2010 - 2012, where he led programs that 

developed and delivered mobile personnel tracking systems and sensor networks for 

enterprise security management.  From 2004 - 2010, he served as Director, Product 

Management for InnerWireless, determining the scope and direction of location based 

services product offerings that leveraged various mobile tracking and sensor systems.  From 

2000 - 2004, Mr. Weber was a Product Manager and Senior Product Manager for Bowstreet, 

where he defined the dynamic elements of its automated web application development 

system.  Mr. Weber has held leadership positions in Business Development and Sales for 

both US and overseas markets and began his career as a software developer.  He received 

an MBA from the Tuck School of Business at Dartmouth, as well as a BA in Computer Science 

and Comparative Literature from Brown University. 

 

 

Hans Bracke 

Senior Product Manager, Security – Identity and Access Management 

Verizon 

Mobile Identity, balancing usability and security 

 

Bio 

 

Synopsis



Session C Securing Identity 

Srijith Nair 

Director Developer Relations 

Axiomatics 

Authorisation with emphasis on externalised authorisation 

Bio 

 

Synopsis 

Authorisation, with specific emphasis on externalised authorisation, Attribute Based Access Control 

(ABAC) and eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML), version 3.0 of which was very 

recently voted in as a standard by OASIS [1]. I would also be able to cover initiatives like OpenAz [2] 

which has seen renewed interest and push by major vendors with some potentially very interesting 

developments lined up in the weeks to come. 

 

Steven Hope 

Technical Director 

Winfrasoft 

The hard truths about soft token two factor authentication – when OATH meets the 

RealWorld  

 

Bio 

IT security expert and respected speaker, Steven is a pioneer in the development, implementation and 

adoption of authentication software. He has lead Winfrasoft in the development of a new generation 

of 2 factor authentication solutions that transform mobile devices in to secure tokens, taking 

advantage of the human mind’s ability to easily recognise patterns. In addition, he has been 

instrumental in introducing the ground-breaking 1.5 Factor Authentication concept as well as making 

Transaction Verification technology available to all. 

 

Synopsis 

Hard-token two factor authentication (2FA) has traditionally been seen as the preserve of large 

organisations, due to the high level of investment and administration to manage the system. However, 

taking advantage of mobile devices, organisations of all sizes can introduce 2FA, by installing an app 

that transforms these devices in to a token, negating the need, capital expenditure and hassle of a 

separate piece of hardware. 

After taking a look into the pro’s and con’s of what the market currently has to offer with basic soft 

tokens and Text/SMS based solutions, Steven will explain how, rather than generating a one-time code 

which can be typed in by anybody, soft tokens can made to only be usable by the intended user.  

During the session he will evaluate ways of introducing soft tokens and replacing hard tokens (which 

are still being rolled out in new projects such as the HSBC SecureKey), how to get it right and will 

provide insight in to some of the latest projects around the world that are implementing strong 

authentication solutions and what influenced their decision. 

 

He will explain that a crucial factor in the deployment of any authentication solution is the ability to 

distribute security enhancements quickly, in order to thwart cybercriminal attempts to crack 2FA 

systems - such as the Tilon Trojan back in 2009, the more recent Man in the Browser attacks and 

Operation High Roller that took place earlier in 2012, hitting more than 60 banks and netting the bad 

guys between £46 million and £1.6 billon. 

 

Steven will also introduce the concept of 1.5FA, and how this can benefit many organisations 

(specifically e-commerce sites) that need better standards of protection than a username and 

password without going into full blown 2FA. Last but not least will be a drill down into the world of 
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transaction verification / signing and how that can, and should, fit in with any modern 2FA 

deployment. 

 

Samira Zaker Soltani 

Security Consultant 

Deloitte 

Improving Public Key Infrastructure 

 

Bio 

Samira has recently obtained her masters’ degree at Utrecht University in Computer Science. She 

has spent her 7 month internship at Deloitte researching the current Public Key Infrastructure and 

alternate solutions to improve secure use of PKI, and used this research for her graduation thesis. 

The research points out the weaknesses of the current PKI, how companies can protect their selves 

in case of a CA compromisation, and the best solutions to improve the current PKI. Currently Samira 

is working at Deloitte as a security consultant.  

 

Synopsis 

One way of creating a secure connection on the Internet is by the usage of certificates, binding an 

entity (identity) to a public key, as part of a public-private key pair. Certificate Authorities (CAs) are 

the third parties we trust to issue these certificates. Our trust has grown towards approximately 600 

Certificate Authorities around the world. Each of these trusted CAs has the ‘unlimited power‘ to 

issue certificates for any domain. This design weakness in PKI was shown in practice, when in 2011, 

two widely trusted CAs (DigiNotar and Comodo) were compromised and the trust placed in them 

was damaged severely (leading ultimately to DigiNotar going out of business).  

Since then, the world has begun to come up with solutions to improve the currently used Public Key 

Infrastructure and the role of the CA. Changing the use PKI in public networks, such as Internet, is 

not a simple task to perform. It is a challenge to pinpoint the best solution, and Samira’s research 

has contributed to this.  

Samira has researched the most popular solutions and weighted them against a number of criteria, 

ranging from security point of views to costs and usability aspects. The researched solutions were 

Public Key Pinning, Sovereign Keys, Certificate Transparency, Perspectives & Convergence, DANE, 

and MCS. During the presentation, Samira will explain some of the possible solutions to improve PKI 

and show their pros and cons against her matrix. 

 



Session D Business Models and Monetising of Identity 

Mark King 

Consultant 

Broadsail 

What ‘market’ is there in secure ID and will it be based in London? 

 

Bio 

Mark King spent three decades in determining the security of IT and communications 

systems, and establishing policy, but escaped from Government service and is now 

consulting to the Cyber Security Customer Solutions Centre for EADS/Cassidian on all 

aspects of Identity Management, chairing the BBFA policy Management Authority and 

participating in UK Cabinet Office workstreams on Identity and Access Management. 

 

Synopsis 

In some countries there is enthusiasm for 'the market' to provide electronic ID, either because they 

think it should not be left only to the state (in Austria, for example), or simply because the state is 

not providing (such as the UK at national level government). There is a widespread reluctance by 

consumers to pay, and a lack of clarity as to who should pay whom and for what. Perhaps 'market' is 

the wrong word. 

Many countries have an official population register, sometimes central, sometimes distributed, and 

some are building them, but there are many which do not have - and are not setting up – such a 

register.  

It is not just third world countries; the US and UK neither have nor plan to have such a register; 

indeed destroying the one being built in the UK was the very first act of the current government, so 

one cannot always presume that one exists, or will do in the near future. Those that have such a 

register may have significant constraints on how it is used, but they do have some list covering the 

entire population, where each entry on it matches one human. Those without such list have an 

essentially harder problem with what identifiers to use, and this also means there are challenges for 

international interoperability. 

 

 

Mark Barach 

CMO  

Jumio 

Reducing Friction in Online & Mobile ID Verification 

 

Bio 

Marc leads Jumio’s worldwide marketing efforts and brings over 20 years of marketing inno-

vation and operational experience in emerging technologies and the financial sector to 

Jumio. Previously, he served as CEO of mobile applications company Emotive, CMO of enter-

prise search SaaS pioneer Marin Software and CMO of Ingenio, where he sparked creation 

of pay-per-call technology; a multi-billion dollar adtech product which lead to Ingenio’s 

acquisition by AT&T in 2007. As CMO of online insurance first mover InsWeb, Marc drove 

revenue which enabled the company to raise $100 million in its IPO. Additionally, Marc has 

held executive-level marketing posts at a number of financial institutions including Charles 

Schwab and First Nationwide Bank. A frequent speaker at prestigious conferences world-

wide, Marc has been widely quoted in national and business press. 

 

 

Gerrit Kraal 
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Sr. Advisor - New World of Work,  

Atos 

Use of corporate social networking to replace email 

 



Track E Plenary Session 

Verizon 

The Verizon 2013 Data Breach Investigation Report 

 

Bio 

 

Synopsis 

 

Sjoerd Blum 

Program Manager 

National Nederlanden 

 

The roadmap of IAM program within insurance 

 

Julian Ashbourn 

Author and Technologist 

 

Bio 

Julian Ashbourn has had an involvement with biometrics and identity management for well 

over 20 years, throughout which time he has introduced several new concepts and worked 

tirelessly to promote a deeper understanding within both the technical, operational and 

user community. He has authored four books on the subject and is currently working on a 

fifth which will take the concept of biometric identity verification into entirely new areas. 

Julian has many other interests, including the geosciences, history, politics and the arts. He 

has a special interest in the natural world and conservation and has introduced a related 

international initiative for schools. 

 

Synopsis 

This presentation will provide a focus upon biometric identity verification, bringing it into a 

contemporary context, while also looking towards the future. 

It will provide a brief background into technology and applications, dispelling a few 

popularly held myths, before moving on to introduce some important concepts, necessary 

for a successful and sustainable implementation of the technology. 

Finally, it will build upon this foundation in order to extrapolate the focus towards the 

future and understand the implications thereof. Panel Discussion 



Track E The identity needs of the digital economy 

 

Louise Bennet 

Chair Security Community of Experts  

BCS 

 

Peter Wenham 

Information Assurance Specialist  

BCS 

 

John Bullard 

Global Ambassador 

Identrust 
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Dave Birch 

Global Ambassador 

Consult Hyperion 

The mobile wallet: identity if the new money 

 

Bio 

 

Synopsis 

What money really means 

The role of trust 

Why identity is the key to transactions 

Mobile operators are ideally placed to provide network centric identity services 

Chris Edwards 

Chief Technical Officer 

Intercede Ltd 

Bio 

Chris has over 30 years’ experience within the IT industry, 12 of them at senior level within 

the security sector. He was responsible for the initial design of Intercede’s MyID product 

and retains overall responsibility for the architecture and technology within it. Chris has 

substantial experience of working on both US and UK government security projects.  He is 

responsible for Intercede’s R & D team, focusing on mobile identities and credential 

convergence. 

Synopsis 

"Bring Your Own Device" is now a widely accepted business practice, even though many 

technical and security challenges are still to be fully addressed.  The emphasis is now moving 

towards "Bring Your Own Identity", where an individual may have numerous persona and 

attributes from multiple trusted providers, which they may use for different purposes 

according to their personal choice and security policy requirements. 

As NFC emerges from its payments bridgehead into a huge range of applications that 

require an authenticated proof of presence, the ability to selectively expose personal data 

and identity assertions becomes increasingly important. 

This presentation reviews the state of trusted mobile identity delivery over NFC, and the 

implications of the competing demands for convenience, high levels of assurance and 

privacy protection. A practical infrastructure design to deliver credentials through secure, 

policy-driven management systems is explored. Current projects using secure elements and 

trusted execution environments to protect data are described. 
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Rick Chandler 

Board Member EEMA (Recently BT Security) 

Customer, Citizen or Employee? Or am I a THING? 

Bio 

Rick is an EEMA Board member who previously chaired the EEMA Internet and Wireless 

workgroups. With 35 years secure digital wireless experience and executive positions in 

both the Private and Public sectors he has led Design and build teams for two European 

Mobile Operators. He has been a champion of safe mobile working since he gave the 

keynote at the first UK conference on the subject in1984. He has also been active in the ID 

world since his involvement on the steering group for the UK ID card .This is currently 

driving his work in Mobile authentication and Privacy. Passionate about new technology, he 

enjoys separating hype from reality and delivering practical solutions. 

 

Synopsis 

This module will look at the implications of the new EU data privacy regulation, cookie law 

and BYOD on mobile device management. The full implementation of these aspects of 

Governance and consumerisation will undoubtedly overload the average user and put stress 

on their businesses. When should we expect the backlash from users and companies? 

As `Internet of Things' 'Big Data' and 'Smart Cities' become a reality will the increased area 

of exposure to threats make mobile risks unmanageable? Who, if anybody, will look after 

consumer interests as they are tracked, profiled and targeted by legitimate and 

malevolent  parties? 

 



Track G Federated Identity 

Kjell Hansteen 

Chairman 

Hansteen AS Consulting 

Authentication of foreigners for Norwegian Government services: a case study for the 

Norwegian governmental authentication portal  

 

Bio 

Kjell Hansteen is an expert advisor on European public sector electronic identity (eID) and 

management of international ICT projects. He worked at the European Commission from 

2006 to 2011 with large scale projects for European cross border public services. He has 

since his return to Norway, been involved in the e-SENS proposal and CIP ICT PSP projects 

more general. The study which is basis for this presentation was commissioned by the 

Norwegian Agency for Public Management and eGovernment. 

 

Synopsis 

The Norwegian Government has launched an ambitious strategy for digitalisation of the 

public sector stating that “Digital communication is to be the general rule for contact with 

the public sector”. This presentation is based on a recent study performed for the 

Norwegian authentication portal for public service, “ID-porten”. The portal is a cornerstone 

for the success of this strategy. 

Norwegian eGov services will as a main rule, direct log-in requests to “ID-porten” for 

authentication. 

The portal handles four different eIDs; i.e. MinID, Buypass ID, BankID and Commfides. 

However, as these eIDs are restricted to persons registered in the Norwegian population 

register, digital access for foreigners represents a challenge. 

The study looked at how eGovernment services handle this challenge today, and the 

number of new foreign users per year. The study revealed several local self-registration 

solutions where foreigners are given a local user identity. It also revealed that the number 

of foreign users was far from negligible. It amounts to three times the number of new born 

native Norwegians per year. 

The study also analysed consequences for ID-porten and the Norwegian eID regime of eID 

aspects of the EU proposal “Regulation on electronic identification and trust services for 

electronic transactions in the internal market, COM(2011) 238”. 

The study sums up the challenges with a recommendation for three feasibility studies as 

preparation for the handling of an increasing number of foreigners entitled to access 

Norwegian eGovernment 

services. These are: 

• A common portal at government level for the registration of new users lacking a 

Norwegian eID. 

• A web service in relation to the population register that can supply auxiliary ID 

numbers that can serve as substitutes for the person identification number normally 

used by Norwegian public services. 

• To connect “ID-porten” to the STORK platform with the aim to authenticate 

European citizens based on their nationally issued eID when possible. 
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René Mulder 

IAM Solution Architect 

Everett 

 

Bio 

I have 5 years of consulting experience in the field of Identity and Access 

Management. I helped develop the Dutch eRecognition Framework as a 

member of the infrastructure group. My typical engagements are architecture 

development and implementations for organizations in different sectors, both 

public and private. 

 

Synopsis 

Businesses are growing larger, expanding their footprint across the globe. 

Their global presence forces them to interact with many governmental bodies in different 

countries, but most of them don’t support digital interaction in a unified way. On the other 

hand the European Union is struggling to act as a single body both politically and 

economically. 
 

The eRecognition program is a Dutch public-private initiative to create a secure framework 

to allow authentication and authorization of employees on behalf of their corporation with 

governmental bodies in a unified way. They can use any one of the trusted and certified 

authentication services available within the network, which can also be a local one. 
 

The eRecognition network is based on SAML and XACML and is in production since 2010. 

The specifications are continuously being improved and expanded. The number of 

participants is growing, both public bodies as well as private parties. The network is a 

success. 
 

The present development and further unification of the European countries present a 

unique opportunity to unify the way governmental bodies present their digital services to 

the business community. There has been bilateral international interest in the success of 

eRecognition, but it should be driven from the European level. 
 

The STORK project is an example of such an initiative at the European level. The 

eRecognition specifications should be integrated into a European framework that each 

individual government can implement with EU support. The Dutch government acts as a 

pilot user, lowering the bar for entry of other governments. 
 

We should strive towards a future where public-private digital interaction is seamless and 

borderless. The idea of doing business the same way everywhere and really re-using your 

authentication systems across the entire company is the goal. We have the technology, let’s 

implement it. 

 
Arthur Leijtens 

Executive Director 

TDL 

Trust in digital life, the trust paradigm shift 

 

Mr. Arthur Leijtens is program director of the Trust in Digital Life VzW and founder  of Bicore 

(strategic portfolio management software). 
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Synopsis 

Trust in Digital Life (TDL)  founded in 2009 by Gemalto, Nokia, Microsoft, and Philips, is a 

global, independent non-profit association working with its cross industry members on 

fundamental societal issues raised by the introduction of digital technologies. TDL has set 

out a vision and research agenda for trustworthy products relating to information and 

communications technology, including devices, applications, services, and infrastructures. 

TDL’s remit is to stimulate innovation of trustworthy products and services by developing 

scenarios, use cases and validation projects, illustrating how combinations of trustworthy 

ICT-related products can put into effect specific public policy goals. 

 

During his presentation, Arthur will introduce TDL and emphasize on the project sprints on 

E-authetnication that TDL initiated. 

 

     



Track H The Attribute Economy and Age Verification 

Panel Discussion 

 

Jaap Kuipers 

Owner 

Id Network 

 

Rachel O’Connell 

Consultant  

Oxford Internet Institute 

 

 

Ian Green 

Director 

Innovate Identity Ltd 

 

 



Track I Usability, Accountability and User Centric Perspectives in a Public/Private 

Environment 

Panel Discussion 

 

Sandy Porter 

Strategy and Business Development Director 

Avoco Secure 

 

John Bradley 

Senior Technical Architect 

Ping Identity



Track J Meeting Identity Management Challenges and Some Interesting Solutions 

Petr Hummel 

Consultant 

ANECT a.s. 

The end of password era 

 

Bio 

Petr Hummel has been working in ANECT a.s. as a consultant for many different project related to 

ICT security with practical experience with design of security infrastructure and intrusion prevention 

systems. Currently he is working on the universal secure authentication solution called ALUCID. 

 

Synopsis 

A majority of today’s remote authentication is still based on the username/password technology. 

This technology is almost 40 years old and it has been serving us well for many years. Unfortunately 

the “password” technology has been started reaching its limits many years ago imperceptible and 

without any visible announcement.  Today usage of that “password based” technology is bringing 

enormous risks that can’t be covered by sufficient countermeasures. 

This presentation summarizes the most important risk related to password-based remote 

authentication. It’s mainly focused on limitations of the password technology caused by the growing 

computational resources, eID life-cycle activities and neither workarounds like local or central 

password managers can really solve all problems.  

The presentation reveals a lost battle between human memory limit, available computational 

resources, requirements on password entropy and dramatic increasing of demands on user when 

user needs to access more independent systems.   

Life-cycle activities like mandatory password change, expiration, obliviousness are discussed as well. 

 

Mike Chung 

Senior Manager 

KPMG 

 

Bio 

Mike Chung has been active in the IT for over 15 years. At KPMG he is responsible for 

security and IAM services with a strong focus on cloud/mobile computing, serving 

Fortune500 enterprises. In his spare time, Mike enjoys forecasting future events and 

developments. 

 

Synopsis 

With the emergence of cloud and mobile computing, we see a paradigm shift from 

corporate digital user accounts to various on-line, cloud-based IDs. This brings new 

opportunities like replacing costly identity management systems with on-demand, OpEx-

only cloud services, and using online IDs for corporate access. On the other hand, multiple 

accounts with different levels of security and assurance also pose tremendous challenges 

for corporates that need to secure their data and to ensure proper segregation of duties. 

Furthermore, while digital user accounts are thriving, technology standards to integrate and 

control these accounts and their access permissions often require specific knowledge and 

many of the standards are still in their infant stages.   

During this presentation, Mike will explain the reality of this ‘identity crisis’ at big corporates 

and illustrate his line of reasoning with nearly uncensored cases at a big oil company and an 

organisation from the public sector. In particular, integration, security and governance 

including compliance concerning the proliferation of digital user accounts will be discussed. 
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Neither recommendations nor best practices will be given during this presentation, just a 

forecast of future developments. It is up to the audience to act accordingly. 

 

Speaker 

Nathan Ducastel,  

Director Europe & International   

PBLQ 

Between safe and sorry; balancing interests regarding security 

 

Bio 

Nathan Ducastel is director Europe & International at PBLQ (formerly known as Centre of 

Expertise). Throughout his career he has worked on information management in an 

International context. The past years he was involved in STORK, the European 

interoperability of electronic identities pilot, the Dutch National electronic identity scheme for 

both people and businesses and the policy development around a European interoperable 

space for electronic identities. 

Nicole Damen holds an MA degree in Political Science and Public Administration from the 

Tilburg University. As an advisor she has worked on information management and e-services for 

government agencies. At the moment she is involved in the Dutch national electronic identity 

scheme for businesses (eRecognition). Nicole is particularly interested in eID policy, the use of 

electronic services and the views of citizens on electronic identity. 

 

Synopsis 

Many governments are creating e-ID solutions for interaction with citizens and businesses. 

The means to sufficiently identify oneself is a prerequisite for the further development of 

eGovernment. 

Various keys and security options are available for governments seeking to implement an eID 

solution, for example citizen eID cards, ePassports, certificates, mobile options etc. etc. To make 

choices regarding security it is important to consider all perspectives on security of the involved 

parties. The identity provider’s main concern regarding security is to issue the service provider 

certainty on the identity of the user. Service providers are concerned about the certainty with which 

they are delivering their service to the right citizen or business. And the user’s main concern is that 

the way of accessing an eservice is suitable to the value of the service. The user also has to manage 

his keys in a safe and simple way. 

It is a challenge to find balance between all the interests regarding security. Mostly parties in 

a network focus on their own perspective on security. However, balance between the 

different interests is important to create successful and secure authentication for electronic 

services. We will illustrate this matter further using an example of an electronic portal for 

communication between government and citizens. 

 

 


